Cluster Obj 1: Improving Access to Food through Conditional and Unconditional Transfers(Cash, Vouchers and In-kind), January 2021 Dashboard

NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES TARGETED VS ASSISTED BY DISTRICT

RESPONSE BY MODALITY

- 2,052,239* People assisted through SO1 in January 2021
- 23% In-Kind+Training
- 54% Cash
- 22% Voucher

PEOPLE TARGETED

- 2.1 Million
- 50% men
- 50% women

PARTNERS REPORTING

- 15 partners

Strategic objective 1 update

For the responses in January, WFP contributed 65%, FAO 18%, CARE 7%, Mercy Corps and SCI 3% each, ACTED 2%. WHH, WVI, NRC, ACF, IRC, IRW, NAPAD, CoDHNET and DRC contributed the remaining 1% combined.

However, In Banadir, of the 371,946 people targeted, only 21% of the target beneficiaries were assisted due to funding shortfalls. In Middle Juba, all the 41,269 people targeted were not assisted due to access constraints.

Notably, people assisted with unconditional transfers are mostly those in IPC 3 or worse who experience significant consumption gaps.

Under objective 1 (Improving Access to Food through Conditional and Unconditional Transfers (Cash, Vouchers and In-Kind), FSC partners assisted 2,052,239 people out of 2,103,495 targeted (98% achievement).
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